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The Director's Report
GETTING TO KNOW EACH OTHER

In my first column, I'd like to take this
opportunity to share some thoughts with you
as I enter on duty. First, I'd like you to know
that I am honored to have been named Director of the National Park Service and that I feci
privileged to be able to work with you in the
conservation and protection of our nation's
most precious natural and cultural treasures. It
is a responsibility I do not lake lightly and
one that the record shows you do not cither.
Although the manner in which all of us have
come to work for this organization may vary
greatly, I think the common thread amongst
us must be a shared commitment to the Service's mission--a commitment we can draw
upon as our foundation while evolving our
working relationship with each other.
Obviously, in getting to know each other,
you already know more about me than I do
about you. You may even have formed impressions of me and my
background from the media coverage. You probably know about my
eight years as Director of the Indiana Department of Natural Resources, a job that has left some observers wondering how I will execute my new responsibilities. However, I think the broad responsibilities of that position, which required my managing not only
the state parks but also forests, reservoirs, fish and wildlife areas,
historic preservation, state museums and memorials, and coal mine
reclamation, arc very different from the duties I now undertake. Indeed, there were major differences in management philosophy
among the divisions of the Indiana Department of Natural Resources. If some kind of comparison needs to be made, it should be with
the manner in which I managed the Indiana State Park Division. I'm
proud of my record there, and I believe it gives a fairer indication of
where I am coming from philosophically. But instead of having
you guess from such comparisons, I'd like to tell you something
about my philosophy.
As the Director of the National Park Service, I sec my role as
"fine-tuning" the organization and generally supporting the parks
and programs. There's just no question that all present and, for that
matter, future areas of the national park system arc places of national significance. Therefore, we must pursue a course of stewardship
that allows us to safeguard these precious areas not only now but for
generations to come. That course seems to be, for the most part, in
place-. I don't anticipate making major changes in the way the national park system is managed. However, I do have some particular
interests I want to see addressed. They're not necessarily new and,
since I've only been here a few weeks, the list is not complete.
Some arc directions that have been stressed by the Secretary and the
President—and with which I wholeheartedly agree. Others arc directions that I take strong personal interest in and with which I plan to
be fully involved.
I am a firm supporter of the basic philosophy behind our historic
preservation efforts. One aspect of that endeavor is our need, whenever and wherever possible, to preserve and protect those areas and
artifacts of value that we find. To do that, we've got to increase archaeological survey within the bounds of available funds in order to
add to the sum of knowledge from which we make determinations
about the past.

I also have been and remain a supporter of
the concept of the Land and Water Conservation Fund. It has a proven track record as one
of the best tools in the bag to help preserve,
conserve and protect our public lands.
Another one of those tools is partnerships.
Although we have critical, essential partnerships already in existence such as concessioners and cooperating associations, I believe we
should continue to explore creative ways to
work with other private groups and individuals
to further die Service's mission. For example,
the Indiana Heritage Protection Campaignsomething that evolved during my tenure with
the Indiana Department of Natural Resources
has raised five million dollars in private funds
to be matched by the Slate legislature for purchasing and maintaining areas of critical concern in the state. This may not be a new concept but it illustrates the importance of using a
variety of ways to meet continuing needs.
In the arena of personnel management, I want to emphasize the
importance of recruiting more women and minority candidates for
available positions. We must strengthen and expand our efforts to
recruit and provide advancement opportunities for women and minorities within the Service. To successfully accomplish this, we must
work both from the inside and the outside. Our efforts should be reflected in the Service's recruitment programs and our internal education and training programs. We also should encourage external institutions from which we traditionally recruit to strengthen their efforts to recruit, train and provide educational opportunities for women and minorities.
Another topic I want to focus on is volunlccrism. Although the
Service is well known for its effective volunteer programs, I want to
sec us increase and expand in this area. The national park system
and what it represents in the mind of the American people is special.
There is a desire on the part of Americans to help, and it is up to us
to figure out the best way to use their spirit and interest.
Finally, our workforce and the facilities and lands we supervise
must be drug free. We must commit to this goal Scrviccwidc. Just
as we cannot tolerate the planting of illegal crops and the use of
drugs in the national park system, we also must discourage drug use
by employees. I cannot overemphasize the need for us to do everything in our power to battle this scourge that threatens to undermine
us as a people and as a nation.
These are a few of my most immediate thoughts and concerns. In
the months ahead, I will be sharing others with you. Meanwhile, I
hope to get out into the field and meet with many of you—from my
experience, I know that it is difficult to imagine the full consequences of a problem or opportunity from behind a desk at headquarters.
We have a tremendous responsibility in managing both the national park system and the programs of the National Park Service. I
look forward to working with you to meet the challenges and take

advantage of the opportunities that lie ahead.

"

James M. Ridcnour
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COMMENTARY
F R O M THE

EDITOR

Grandmother was right. Not so Henry
Ford. Grandmother knew that the good
things were made with her own hands. She
knew that bread from her oven and
chickens raised on her own land had more
of health and nurture in them than any of
the packaged products a well-meaning
relative might bring from the store.
Not many years back. I might have
sneered at her provincialism. This
diminutive Southern lady who once called
a boiling teakettle a "damn Yankee contraption"—what could she possibly know
of progress, I used to wonder. Why
wouldn't she trust—she with her paper
fans and her wood stove—the counsel of
relatives marching through, preaching the
virtues of central heating and cooling?
Well, if progress is our most important
product (as General Electric once jingled),
then someone failed to tell Grandmother.
Likewise Tom Wolfe, who posited in an
American Spectator essay last year that the
America of the 21st century will have a
retrograde look, that future citizens "snug
in their Neo-Georgian apartment complexes, will gaze back with ghastly awe
upon our time" without the slightest temptation to emulate it. Wolfe envisions the
future as the time of "The Great Renaming," when America recovers from the
excesses of the 20th century during what
he also calls the "Somnolent Century or
the 20th Century's Hangover."
If Wolfe's evaluation even comes close,
how odd it may seem, in retrospect, to be
living through the waning days of a century few of us might choose to repeat. We
have passed from the solitary motorist
frightening barn fowls on rural roadways to
the angry hordes surviving the modem
rush hour; from food necessitating long
hours of careful preparation to the mealsin-minutes that is microwave cooking;
from skirmishes over borders to a time, in
Wolfe's words, "where wars became so
enormous they were known as World
Wars, the century when technology leaped
forward so rapidly man developed the
capacity to destroy the planet itself—but
also the capacity to escape to the stars on
space ships if it blew." In all the hustle
and bustle to progress, have we lost as
well as gained? Grandmother would have
answered "yes."
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And now, I might too. Taking my threeyear-old to a workshop for children with
high cholesterol I learn that almost every
processed food is high in fat; that the nondairy creamers I stir in my coffee have
more unhealthy substances than the milk
they were intended to replace; that even
the magical words "cholesterol free" can
be misleading.
And more than that—it only reinforces
what Grandmother preached: accomplish
what you can with your own hands, for
this alone offers certainty. Indeed, here at
the end of the 20th century, knowing what
is in the soil that nourishes the food that
appears on one's table may even be a
health certificate of sorts. Over and over
again, information such as this convinces
me that Grandmother was right: live a
natural life, one rooted in the earth;
participate in the cycles of the seasons
without the artificial comforts that distort
their meaning; contribute to the world
more than you take from it. Not a popular
philosophy—no. certainly not—because it
requires us to consider our neighbors as
much as ourselves, even when those
neighbors are some fragile, vanishing
species of plant life that impedes our
sense of progress. Of course, were the
situation reversed, we would want them
to consider us.
Yale University Professor Robin Winks
often compares the park system to a great
university. In the light of Tom Wolfe's
vision of the future. Wink's observation
assumes special significance. If the future
unfolds for us as a retread of the past—a
past that many of us have forgotten or one
we never knew—then the parks become
critical to our reacquaintance with the
ways in which our ancestors lived, the
ways in which they survived a hot summer
or cold winter without the environmentally
debilitating technology of our day. They
become essential sources of knowledge
teaching us how to live with respect in an
age where relentless resource abuse may
force us to curb our desire for rapid
technological advancement.
Yet unlike a university where learning
is achieved more through books than
through practice, the parks offer
involvement—vigorous, passionate involvement. They offer opportunities to learn the
skills of the past, to discover for ourselves
the beauties of a slower life. Perhaps,
indeed, they even preserve some kernal of

knowledge that may help us repair the collective abuses we have committed against
our planet over time.
The parks are the closest we can come
to sitting at the feet of our ancestors, then
standing up and striding away with some
small portion of their wisdom tucked safely
in our pockets as a roadmap to the future.

N O T E S F R O M THE HILL
Gerry Tays
In the March 1989 Courier, Rob
Wallace, then assistant director of Legislation and Congressional Affairs, noted that
the new year had brought a new Congress
and a new Administration. Having been
introduced by Rob to many of the key
players, I will mention a few additions
since that article.
Rob himself has been replaced within
the Service by Ms. Pat Clarey, who comes
to us from the Office of Congressional and
Legislative Affairs in the Department of
the Interior, where she served for the past
three years covering both the House and
Senate at various times. While new to the
Service, Pat has had considerable experience dealing with Service-oriented issues
on the Hill. Rob has returned to the Office
of Wyoming Senator Malcolm Wallop
where he will serve as his Washington
Office administrative assistant. We wish
Rob well in his new assignment and
welcome Pat to hers.
Perhaps the most important news from
the Hill is really no news to most of you.
Wyoming Representative Dick Cheney, the
House Minority Whip, has been selected
by President Bush to head the Department
of Defense. Mr. Cheney was an active participant in Park Service matters on the
House Interior Committee. His intense,
level-headed interest in our affairs will be
missed by many who regarded him as a
balancing influence to some of the Service's more vocal critics on the Committee.
Thus far in the 101st Congress approximately 75 bills have been introduced that
deal either partially or totally with Service
issues. Many are simply repeats of previous measures not enacted in earlier
Congresses. Some, however, are new and
even exciting. Perhaps one of the most

important elements of the Bush Administration's FY 1990 budget proposal deals
with a commitment to request more than
$200 million each year for the next five
fiscal years for the Land and Water Conservation Fund. It is unclear, as yet,
whether this represents a commitment to
authorizing new -parks, expanding existing
parks, or simply purchasing lands
previously authorized within existing
boundaries. One of the more exciting
elements of the Administration's FY 1990
budget is the proposal to fund, up front,
the Service's Fire Suppression and Presuppression Program. In past years the
Service has received little funding up front
and has annually had to seek supplemental
funds to repay fire costs "borrowed" from
land acquisition and/or construction
accounts. Beginning in FY 1990, under the
Administration's proposal, the Service will
receive funding for all fire program costs,
including emergencies, through allocations
from a new permanent, indefinite account
contained in BLM's budget justification.
The Administration at this moment appears
to be backing away from a proposal advanced by the previous Administration to
fund this program governmentwide through
a reduction in the states' share of timber
and mineral receipts from activities conducted on federal lands. The concept was
received with outrage by members on both
sides of the political aisle.

forces for their assistance in battling the
western wildfires in the northern Rocky
Mountains. The Senate is expected to
follow suit.

LETTER
There are two articles in the January
1989 issue of the Courier that are well
worth the price of membership, as this
type of information is not readily available
through any other media.
I am referring particularly to the sensitive and courageous contribution by Vic
Vierira of Glen Canyon about alcoholism.
One can sense his desire for others to
know about the terrible effects of too much
alcohol. During my many years as a
supervisor and manager, I would have
given my eye-teeth to have had this type of
information to help me counsel addicted
employees. Personnel officers, supervisors
and managers throughout the Service could
profit from this type of information, and

we should all express a debt of gratitude
to Vic for sharing these very personal
experiences with all of us.
The second article that I felt was particularly well written reveals the many
challenges that Doug Warnock faced and
conquered. As the article so aptly
demonstrated, Doug accepted assignments
throughout the Service, regardless of
region, or urban or rural environments. As
one who knew Doug during his developmental years, I wish to congratulate him
and thank Robert Belous for the fine job
he did in relating Doug's career to us,
particularly the excellent restoration of the
Redwoods habitats so important for the
long range value of this national park.
Luis A. Gastellum
(E&AA)
Editor's Note: Our thanks to Bob
Belous for showing how it can be done
and to Doug Warnock,, whose varied
career lent itself to such interesting portrayal. Other articles profiling retiring
NPS employees would be welcomed.

To date, the House of Representatives
has conducted six hearings on Service
issues, including 1988 western fires, FY
1990 Budget Oversight and Appropriations,
extension of the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation, additions to Harry S
Truman NHS and an oversight hearing on
threats to NPS animal and plant resources.
As we go to press, the Senate is about to
hold hearings on the FY 1990 Appropriations bill, an expansion of Harpers Ferry
NHP, wild and scenic river designation for
the Niobrara River (NE), and establishment of the Western Historic Trails Center
(1A). The House shortly will hold hearings
on a bill to establish the American
Heritage Trust.
The House already has passed the
Wildfire Suppression Assistance Act, a
measure that would permanently authorize
the use of firefighting funds, under certain
conditions, to reimburse foreign organizations for assistance in suppressing
wildfires. You may remember that Congress enacted temporary authority last fall
to permit the reimbursement of Canadian
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BY DEAN EINWALTER

Reprinted by permission from "A Toast To The Fur Trade" by Robert C. Wheeler.

VIVE LE VOYAGEUR
T

here is something about that word—Voyageur—that inspires
romantic feelings and high adventure. Most Americans have
only an inkling of what it means, but the word is there—on
spaceships, new vehicles, ships and other objects for which it
seems to add credibity. For Grand Portage it meant that adventure, economics and geography came to focus on this one small
place; the explosion opened half a continent.
For unknown centuries Native Indians had used Kitchi Onigum
(the Great Carrying Place) on Lake Superior's North Shore to
avoid the falls and rapids on the lower Pigeon River, now a part
of the Minnesota boundary with Canada. Two hundred years ago
The Grand Portage was the principal route into the continent's
vast western and northern interior via its waterways, the interstate
highways of yesteryear. The strategic portage linked the far
Athabasca fur outposts of northwestern North America with Montreal and the European capitals of the day.
To understand the larger story, we must recognize that the Hudson's Bay Company (HBC), one of the very oldest corporations,
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was given a distinct edge over other fur trade enterprises when
in 1670 Prince Rupert founded the company after receiving a huge
British charter monopoly that included much of Canada, temporarily known as Prince Rupert's Land. For its first two hundred years, the HBC was content with a dozen forts huddled
around Hudson Bay, bartering axes, guns and blankets for pelts
from visiting Cree Indians, making possible a much bolder scheme
for others with intense drive and imagination.
In the interim, French hopes for dominance in the New World
ended with their defeat at the hands of the British on the Plains
of Abraham in 1759. The French, clustered around the Quebec
city of Montreal, earlier had sent west scattered and disorganized
coureurs de bois, the itinerant, illicit fur gatherers who flooded
into the Superior Country during the late 1600s and early 1700s
to outrun Indian middlemen then dominating the trade. With
British domination assured, the path was paved for the rapid formation of another fur-trade company, North America's first
business giant to operate on a continental scale.

rances Ann Hopkins travelled over
the voyageur water route at the end
of the era in 1869. After returning
home to England, she made several
paintings of her trip, including this one
called "Shooting the Rapids." Photo
courtesy of Public Archives of Canada.

F

A I the height of the fur trade, Grand
* * • Portage came alive with the annual
"Great Rendezvous." More than one
thousand participants came from as far
away as Lake Athabasca.
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\ j etail from coat of arms of the Northwest Company.

Dominated mostly by Scottish merchants based in Montreal,
the North West Company (NWC) was founded in 1783. Realistically, it was a loose partnership, made up of those who realized
they could gain more by joining together than by fighting. Fortunes were to be made by catering to European fashion of the day.
Although hat styles came and went, two hundred years of fashion
dictated they be made from the pelts of beaver. For more than
four decades, the NWC was glad to oblige. With its inland headquarters first at Grand Portage, then later at Old Fort William,
the Company ruthlessly dominated the fur trade. In 1793, the
business reported a take of 182,346 beaver pelts compared to
46,966 by the Hudson's Bay Company.
Each year trade goods flowed west from around the globe to
Grand Portage via Montreal in 36-foot "canot de maitre," capable
of transporting more than three tons each in trade goods, plus
a crew of twelve "POrkeaters" or Montreal men. From the more
western extremes the Winterers or Northmen traveled in the
smaller 24-foot "canot du nord," carrying fur pelts south and east
where they met for a few weeks' rendezvous at the company's
inland headquarters on the north shore of Lake Superior. Following this brief respite from a harsh life in the wilds, they met,
celebrated with intensity and soon departed, each racing their
separate ways before ice-up, furs enroute to Montreal and trade
goods networking into the vast interior.
The very nature of their business and its devastating effect on
fur bearing mammal population, necessitated ever-expanding
exploration into new territories. Men of great stature and adventure such as Peter Pond, David Thompson and Alexander
MacKenzie were there to overcome the challenges, but without
their voyageur crews they would have made little progress.
These voyageurs were the real backbone of the NW Company
fur-trade empire. With few exceptions, they grew up in the villages
clustered around Montreal and, since custom dictated that the
eldest son inherited the farm, younger sons were encouraged to
sign up for trading services. For some reason it was what most
young men aspired to. Winter night tales from fathers and uncles
challenged the next generation of daring adventurers.
Since the voyageurs spent much of their lives in canoes, and
weight was so critical, many a lad looked in the mirror with dismay
as he passed the five-foot-five ideal height. At the peak of the
NW Company dominance, as many as 1,100 voyageurs were
employed, usually signing contracts for one to three years at a
time. They were required to make a pledge to the NWC and were
issued modest rations. Often they became indebted to the company, thus assuring a grip on their futures.
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The voyageurs were divided into two, mutually exclusive
societies. The crews manning the large freight canoes from Montreal to the head of the Great Lakes were usually hired for one
season and freer to come and go after that. Derisively dismissed
as "les mangeurs du lard" or pork eaters, they lived on a rationed
diet of grease and corn or peas.
The aristocrats of the waterways were "les hommes du nord"
or Northmen. These hardy voyageurs wintered in the Fur Country, delivering trade goods to the Indians and returning the fur
payloads each spring to the Superior country. They were tough
professionals who could make their paddles hum.
The two groups of voyageurs competed fiercely to be the best
and often fought among themselves. The few written descriptions
remaining speak of disfigurements, one with a nose flattened
against his face, others with parts of their noses or ears bitten
off, and one whose features seemed to drift to the right after having
been slapped by a grizzly bear.
The voyageurs, whose personal characteristics and manners
were frowned upon by their bourgeois employers, were unwelcome
within the stockades at summer headquarters and remained in
primitive camps outside the stockade walls. The exceptions were
a few well-seasoned guides and interpreters who were paid much
more than the others for their knowledge of languages and interior
routes, and skill at running rapids. They kept their hair long for

(~\ nly a relatively few voyageurs lived to old age. Those
^ ^ that did were extremely hardy. One was overheard to
boast: "I could carry, paddle, walk and sing with any man I
ever saw. I had 12 wives and 24 running dogs."

protection against the marauding summer insects. Without today's
insect repellants one can only imagine the fragrance of voyageurs
who had treated themselves with various concoctions to help drive
away insects.
As to their general character, Daniel Williams Harmon, a Godfearing, Vermont-born trader who spent two decades in the remote
interior, left the most damning indictment: "They are not brave;
but when they apprehend a little danger, they will often, as they
say, play the man. They are very deceitful, and exceedingly smooth
and polite, and are even gross flatterers to the face of a person,
whom they will basely slander, behind his back. A secret they cannot keep. They rarely feel gratitude, though they are often
generous. They are obedient, but not faithful servants. By flattering their vanity, of which they have not a little, they may be
pursuaded to undertake the most difficult enterprises.. .all their
chat is about horses, dogs, canoes, women and strong men, who
can fight a good battle."
Others say they could be surprisingly tender or thoughtlessly
brutal. The existence of their strong esprit de corps is clear, but
its origin is not. Perhaps because they were the only fur traders
who shared French as their mother tongue, they also found a common bond. They were seldom promoted from their role as
canoemen and were almost always accompanied by the bourgeois
or elite of the company.

Voyageur feats of strength were legendary. To carry two ninetypound fur bales up a portage at a trot in record time seems impossible, yet it is revealed in the diaries and journals time and
again. The voyageurs ended their day's paddling at sundown,
which comes late in the north country summer. They patched
canoes by torchlight and cooked their meager rations by firelight.
At first light, perhaps 4 a.m., the camp stirred again. Distance
on the water generally was measured not in miles but in pipesafter each hour a five minute rest stop was granted so that the
voyageurs could light their pipes. These small clay pipes are strewn
over the north country in the archeological record.
Voyageurs frequently paid no small price for their daring adventure and sheer hard labor. If not overcome with stroke, heart
attack, hernia or bad knees they often paid a different supreme
price at some far remote rapids. Much of their gear still remains
beneath the worst of them.
Yet there were those who survived to return east to the Quebec
farms from whence they came. Others remained at remote locations along the vast trading network, marrying native women and
raising families.
Throughout the dominant reign of the NW Company, fierce
competition, at times open, bloody confrontation, increasingly
became the rule with its chief rival, the Hudson's Bay Company.
The NWC from its outset faced an ever-expanding and difficult
trade route spanning the entire continent. On the other hand, the
HBC, with its sanctioned, monopolistic charter, was favored with
a more mid-continental distribution center on Hudson's Bay. Eventually, geographic and financial factors working in favor of the
HBC, along with its much more aggressive policies in the early
nineteenth century, led to a forced merger of the two in 1821. The
HBC name was retained. Thereafter trade goods and furs moved
through Hudson's Bay, rapidly drying up many of the NWC routes.
There are those who still debate who merged with whom.
Following the demise of the great North West Company, the
voyageurs, with their unquestioned superiority as boatmen, used
their skills for the Hudson's Bay Company and other lesser companies for another forty years. But fashion changed, and demand
for beaver diminished. After the late 1860s the voyageurs' paddling
songs were heard no more echoing across mist-enshrouded northern lakes, but the essence of their high adventure is with us still.

Dean Einwalter is Grand Portage's superintendent.
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BY DAVID CLARK

A DAY IN THE AIR
A

year ago, staff understanding of air quality at Craters of the
Moon NM was very limited. Researchers told us that seeing
distant landforms from the monument's overlooks was becoming
more difficult. They also said that the dirty filters from the air
monitoring stations testified to the presence of foreign particles
in the air. Finally, they indicated they suspected plant damage from
exposure to gaseous pollutants.
The park staff knew that a nearby coal-fired generating plant
had begun operation and that other pollution sources were planned
for construction over the next few years. We also knew that "Clearing the Air" was the Park Service special initiative for 1988. But
this knowledge base was small compared to what we needed to
know.
Our response was to request Craters of the Moon Natural
History Association to sponsor a graduate student who could
develop an air quality program for the monument. The association was willing to help, and under a cooperative agreement with
the University of Idaho, we got the student. We also got a threeminute, automated slide program; a 15-minute audio presentation;
and a two-hour training course for the monument staff as the
student began to bring together the wealth of information she found
available on the subject of air quality.
During the summer, as one of the park's seasonal employees,
she worked with the Air Quality Division in Denver to develop
the conceptual plans for a wayside exhibit. She made sure that
air quality issues were covered in the park newspaper, discussed
at evening programs and included on guided walks. Most of all,
she provided much of the background we needed to understand
the dynamics of the atmosphere.
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All of this helped get park visitors involved, but fell short of
reaching local residents. It also did nothing to improve park contacts with the other federal agencies and industry that might influence the air quality of southern Idaho in the future. So we made
plans for an event called "A Day in the Air."
"A Day in the Air" consisted of demonstrations on air pollution, acid rain and visibility. More than 1,500 people, many of
them local residents, attended. A hot air balloon was launched
to attract even more visitors. People from the local community
provided food and refreshments, making the event a festive
occasion.
The most impact, however, was generated by a speakers' symposium held on the same day. This forum brought together
representatives from the Department of Energy, the Environmental
Protection Agency, the Idaho Division of Air Quality, local television stations, state legislative representatives, the governor's office
and the National Park Service. Each speaker expressed concern
for air quality and the need for cooperation in seeking future
solutions.

The event was an overwhelming success. Local Idahoans
attended the interpretive activities and the symposium, and many
more were exposed to the nearly two hours of media coverage
that followed. No coincidence is the Department of Energy's recent
commitment to funding a new meteorological monitoring station
to be installed at the monument. NOAA also has agreed to receive
data from this station via satellite and return the analyzed information to the monument. Another measure of success is the recent
Department of Energy/Craters of the Moon negotiations involving the construction of a gaseous monitoring site within the
monument.
In final analysis, the air quality program at Craters of the Moon
developed much more rapidly than expected. The program's success can be attributed to the people both inside and outside the
Park Service who have been willing to help us accomplish our
goals in the area of air quality.
David Clark is an interpreter at Craters of the Moon NM.

Have you seen?
"Program and Fact Sheets Relating To Acidic Deposition and Air Quality." mailed to superintendents in June
1988?
Directory of acid rain materials for interpreters and
educators, also sent in June, containing sources for curriculum supplements, audiovisual aids, information
materials, and NPS air quality reference materials?
Information packets sent in October 1987, to all regional
chiefs of interpretation and parks that had requested information on the acid rain/air quality interpretation
questionnaire?
The Natural Resources Report Series #88-1, "Air Quality in the National Parks," available from regional chief
scientists?
A "Clearing The Air" Systemwide Slide Program, with
a script on acidic deposition and air quality, available
on loan from regional chiefs of interpretation?
Regional Clearing The Air Teaching Teams conducting
training on acidic deposition and air quality? Contact
regional chiefs of interpretation.
Captioned slide library on acidic deposition (90 +
slides) available from regional chiefs of interpretation?
Captioned slide library on air quality (100+ slides)
available from the Air Quality Division in Denver (contact Mr. Dee Morse at 303/969-2817 or FTS 327-2817)?
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Captioned slide library on effects of acidic deposition
on cultural resources (88 + slides) (contact Ms. Susan
Sherwood at 202/343-1055 or FTS 343-1055)?
Videotape on Air Quality available from your regional
training office or from the Air Quality Division in
Denver (contact Mr. Dee Morse )?
Acidic Deposition/Air Pollution Computerized Encyclopedia pilot project being developed by the WASO
Wildlife and Vegetation Division (FY-89-91) to serve
as a resource for interpreters and resource management
specialists by describing pollutants, control options/
conservation measures, relevant processes of interaction between the pollutant and the resource at risk,
documentation effects and mitigation strategies?
The materials and resources listed above were prepared
in an unprecedented cooperative effort between the NPS
Divisions of Wildlife and Vegetation, Air Quality,
Interpretation, Preservation Assistance, the School of
Natural Resources at The Ohio State University, and
a multitude of advisory agencies and organizations.

BY GARY CANDELARIA

SHOWING THE FLAG
A YANK AT THE SECOND WORLD
V ^ U N v ^ K c b b . ' 'They want you to go to England.'' These
simple words launched me upon the adventure of my lifetime.
I had never been overseas before, and now I had been selected
as one of five official National Park Service representatives to
the Second World Congress on Heritage Presentation and Interpretation. The Congress was being held at the University of Warwick, outside Coventry, England, during the last week of August,
1988, and / was going.
Traditionally, at Sitka NHP no one leaves during August, the
busiest month of summer. However, due to the special nature of
this invitation, I was granted superintendential dispensation to go,
provided I kept my absence from the park to a minimum. The
definition of minimum was left open, so I was able to stretch going
and coming dates a bit.
Now getting to the British Isles from Alaska is not the simplest
thing to do, even in this age of shrinking distances and flashing
jets. In fact, it took me just slightly less time to journey to England
than it took Captain Cook to reach Alaska in 1778. Due to the
vagaries of federal travel regulations and airline schedules, I was
not able to fly over the pole from Seattle or Anchorage to London, but was compelled to journey to Seattle, wait overnight, fly
to New York, and then connect to Heathrow. In all, 15 hours of
flying, and endless hours in airports were required to travel from
the capital of Russian America to the capital of the British Empire.
I was deposited by the tube (they actually call their subway
the tube) from Heathrow on a busy London Street near Hyde Park
on Thursday morning after an essentially sleepless night flight
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T ower Bridge, viewed from the west
* embankment of the Thames River
near the Tower of London. Newly restored, the bridge contains shops and
businesses in the lowers and across the
top span. Photo by Gary Candelariz..

from JFK. London is nine time zones earlier than Sitka, so it was
midnight, according to my body. However, the adrenalin rush,
fortified by airport coffee, was such that I was ready to explore.
I was in London, a city I had wanted to visit since seeing Tyrone
Power fly a Spitfire in "A Yank in the RAF." The conference opened in six days; until then, I had a bus/tube pass, pounds in my
pocket, and only myself to worry about.
Being a lover of history and museums in a historical "city of
museums," it was inevitable that my London stay would become
a busman's holiday. My only problem was where to go first. The
museums and monuments began flashing by: the National Army
Museum, the Albert Hall and Memorial, the Victoria and Albert
Museum, the Imperial War Museum, the Tower of London, Parliament and Big Ben (I actually heard it chime—sounded like my
doorbell), the Nelson Monument at Trafalgar Square, Tower
Bridge, all the places every good tourist goes.
But I tried to be more than a visitor; after all, I was there to
represent the National Park Service. When I introduced myself
and spoke with the museum people, I found them less impressed
with the fact that I was from Alaska (which I had thought would
really floor them) than they were with my association with the
Service. Though no one had heard of Sitka, everyone knew of
Yellowstone, Yosemite, Gettysburg, and the Grand Canyon.
In every museum and at each monument, I tried to pick out
the good and bad points of display and description. Did the labels
meet NPS standards; did they only identify or did they provide
interpretation; was the crown jewels display operated better or
worse than the Liberty Bell pavilion?
I did a lot of listening, too. The guides, my fellow visitors,
and even the bus drivers were sources of opinion on the museums,
exhibits, and galleries. Some Londoners had no idea where the
museums I was looking for were located. Others warned me about
the neighborhoods (e.g., "Don't be there after dark, Yank"). A
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common complaint, voiced by native and visitor alike, was the
high admission charges to the more famous sites. With a pathetic
exchange rate of nearly 2 to 1, some sites and attractions came
dear, indeed.
Nevertheless, I thoroughly enjoyed London. I had planned to
go on to Edinburgh before heading to Coventry, so on Saturday
morning, I left Kings Cross Station for Scotland. My time in that
country was short, but I spent Sunday touring the Castle and
Holyrood House, the Queen's official Scottish residence. Again,
I compared the exhibitry and tours to those we might give at
similar sites in the national park system. On Monday, I entrained
for York, my last stop before the conference began, and on
Tuesday, another fast and prompt Britrail train carried me to
Coventry via Derby and Birmingham. It was time to attend the
Congress. After all, I had come to England on official business;
it was time to report for duty.
The Second World Congress on Heritage Presentation and Interpretation brought together interpreters from around the world.
I never did hear exactly how many attendees there were at the
Congress. Estimates ranged from 300 to 700, with reality probably somewhere in between. No doubt about it, there were a
lot of people at this meeting. They were more than matched by
the number of sessions offered—sessions on interpretive training; interpreting in natural settings; interpreting in museum,
historic, and urban settings; marketing; identifying visitor needs;
and interpretive research and evaluation.
There were speakers from Canada, the United States, Great
Britain, Ireland, Hungary, Australia, Norway, Denmark, Spain,
Germany, India, and Tanzania. It was impossible to hear everyone's
presentation, and many excellent programs had to be missed to
attend other equally interesting sessions. The National Park Service was well-represented by speakers and presenters. Mike
Watson (WASO), Joe Wagoner (Mammoth Cave NP), and Linda

fashionH ousesetterof inBeauthe Brummell,
days of the Regency.
The disk by the window is one way historic buildings are designated in London.
Photo by Gary Candelaria.

Moon Stumpff (John Muir NHS) all gave first-rate sessions. I
pinch-hit for Bruce Craig, late of Mather Training Center and now
with the National Parks and Conservation Association, by
presenting a paper he had written on imagination in interpretation.
The evenings at the Congress were as full as the days. Every
night offered activities, receptions, tours, dinners, and
camaraderie. By the end of the Congress, it was if we all had
formed a new family. We shared common interests, common problems, common hopes. From granddaddy agencies such as the
National Park Service, to the newly minted Danish National Forest
and Nature Agency, we were all looking for better ways to serve,
protect, understand, and present our resources.
I had been away from Alaska for two weeks by now. Tired,
out of time, clothes, and money, I was looking forward to heading
for home. If my outbound journey had been long, the flight from
Heathrow back to Seattle seemed endless. Due to delayed flights,
time zone changes, and headwinds, I arrived in Seattle almost
24 clock hours after leaving London. This time, no amount of
coffee could help; I was exhausted. My Alaska flight left at 8 am,
and arrived in Sitka at noon, after scenic stops in Ketchikan,
Wrangell, and Petersburg.
It would be almost a week before I knew what time it was,
or even where I was. Still, it certainly had been worthwhile. Personally, there had been the pleasure and delight of seeing England
and Scotland, the museums, the cities, the people, the sights. Professionally, there had been a true feeling of renewal, of belonging and participating. I had shared with others what I knew and
had done, taking the same measure of shared knowledge and experience from them. I felt, and hoped, the National Park Service
had benefitted from my participation. I had tried to convey to my
international colleagues the spirit and meaning behind NPS interpretation. I had found their purposes and objectives not all that
different. We had exchanged ideas on methods and techniques,

explored new ways to promote and support our activities, and
thought about ways to measure how good a job we were doing.
And we had fostered a sense of community.
Though English was the official language of the Congress, it
wasn't, and isn't words that tie us all together. All of the agencies, nations, and peoples represented at the Second World Congress are trying to do the same job we are involved in here. We
share the same hopes and challenges. It isn't enough for one agency
or nation to succeed. Ultimately, we all must make it, or none
of us will. Those of us farther along the road must help those
of us just beginning, and those who have yet to start, if our progress to this point isn't to become meaningless. This is the lesson
of the international meeting and conference I attended. It isn't
words; it's the world we share. Her fate will be ours, and we owe
it to ourselves to work together for her benefit and betterment.
I was honored and delighted to be asked to go to the Congress.
True enough, some work was delayed; some reports were late;
my desk was buried when I got back to the office. But it was worth
it. To any and all who are ever asked to go and "show the flag",
it is an opportunity not to be missed, no matter the inconvenience.
I hope again some day to receive a call that begins, "They want
you..."

Gary Candelaria is Chief Park Ranger, Sitka National Historical
Park.
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BY MAURICE ROSS

FORT LARNED'S
BLOCKHOUSE
BLOWOUT RECALLED

V hief Historian Edwin C. Bearss brightened the program.

M

y! How time flies! Here it is spring again—the merry,
merry month of May, and another three-day Memorial
Day program to launch Fort Larned's summer season is getting
closer. What are we going to do this year for the Memorial Day
wingding? Remember the hoopla for 1988? This year's program
has a tough act to follow. Seems like it was only yesterday...
It was May 28, the beginning of the Memorial Day weekend.
A stiff breeze reinforced the meaning of the Indian word
"Kansas'—'Land of the South Wind People." Exclaimed a visitor, holding on to his hat and shouting to make himself heard:
"Does the wind always blow like this in Kansas?"
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'No!" replied the ranger, "There are lots of days when its
blows harder."
Nearly one hundred living history participants, including
individuals and units such as the Holmes Brigade, the Ladies
Union Aid Society from Missouri, and the First Colorado Civil
War Volunteers from Denver, were guest residents that weekend,
adding to the festivities and bringing to life the stately old fort
buildings and parade ground.
The modern military was represented as well. In tribute to
the unit whose companies had served longest at Fort Larned,
"The Old Guard," the Third U.S. Infantry's Continental Color

Guard, journeying from its headquarters in Fort Myer, VA, was
invited to lead the grand review of participants around the parade
ground. The celebrated U.S. Army First Infantry Division Band
from Fort Riley, KS, provided appropriate musical accompaniment with a selection of stirring and patriotic tunes. Finally, as
a dramatic contrast between the defenses of the 20th century and
that represented by the blockhouse, the United States Air Force
rendered an unforgettable salute with a flyover by a B-1 bomber
from McConnell Air Force Base in Wichita.
As the bomber made its return flight home, everyone on the
ground required several moments to collect their thoughts. Betty

and Bob Bruegger of Hutchinson, KS, commented: "The feeling of its presence lingered even though it was disappearing from
sight.... It seemed to hang in the air like a marionette. . . and
then it was gone."
Following a formal welcome by Fort Larned Superintendent
Jack Arnold, Midwest RD Don H. Castleberry, superbly serving as master of ceremonies, began the program. Speaking
without notes, NPS Chief Historian Edwin C. Bearss, impressed
the crowd with an address that detailed the importance of Fort
Larned to the settlement of the Western frontier. Mr. George
Neavoll, editorial pages editor of the "Wichita Eagle-Beacon,"
delivered a stirring dedicatory address commending the restoration of Fort Larned, as exemplified by the magnificent blockhouse reconstruction. He also paid warm tribute to the NPS for
its leading role in preserving the American heritage. U.S. Senator Robert Dole, whose efforts provided invaluable assistance in
securing the new building, was represented by his Kansas state
director, Ron Wineinger. State representative Susan Roenbaugh
read the House Resolution saluting the dedication of the blockhouse.
Fort Larned's original blockhouse came into being in early
1865 as a product of the panic that erupted across the central Great
Plains after the infamous Sand Creek Massacre. News of the
atrocity committed against a village of peaceful Cheyennes in
southeastern Colorado spread quickly, and Indians who had been
friendly or tolerant of the whites until that time abruptly turned
hostile. The garrison at Fort Larned hurriedly threw up a blockhouse to use as the core of fort defenses.
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T nsel shows "Old Guard" Third U.S. Infantry Continental
* Color Guard during the celebration. The blockhouse is also
pictured in its solitary splendor.

However, no attack on Fort Lamed materialized, and the
blockhouse did not have to serve its original bellicose purpose.
Instead, it was put to use as a guardhouse.
During the 1870s, the "Front" in the Indian Wars moved into
the Far West. So did the garrison at Fort Larned. The fort was
abandoned, then later sold to private citizens. By the turn of the
century, time and deterioration had taken their toll on the
blockhouse-guardhouse. In 1902, the structure was razed, and
its civilian owners replaced it with facilities for livestock operations. The stones from the old building went into other construction; chiefly, the blockhouse was forgotten.
Fortunately for posterity, the civilian owners left Fort Lamed's
other sandstone buildings standing. The barracks, shops building, commissary warehouse, quartermaster warehouse, and residences on Officer's Row were remodeled for civilian purposes,
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but the basic structures remained. When Fort Larned became part
of the park system in 1966, restoration began. The only military
stone building that had completely disappeared, the only one that
could be reconstructed from the ground up was the blockhouseguardhouse. Work on reconstruction began in the late summer
of 1987. New stones from a quarry adjacent to that which yielded
the original blocks were brought in; however, some 300 sandstone blocks from the original blockhouse were recovered and
placed in the walls of the new structure.
With the dedication of the new blockhouse, the great void that
kept Fort Larned interpreters from conveying the full story of
the fort had been filled.

Maurice Ross is a park ranger at the fort.

BY JAMES GRASSO & DAVE LYNCH

AN AMERICAN SUCCESS
STORY
Y

ears ago on the Wabash River near Vincennes, Indiana, two
feuding power companies competed for potential power plant
sites. One bought a prime site so that the other couldn't develop
a competing plant on the property. Meanwhile, the Knox County
Park Board had secured a Land and Water Conservation Fund
(LWCF) matching grant to acquire and develop a park site north
of Vincennes near a rapidly growing residential area. The site
became so controversial that the park board decided not to acquire

it and so cast about for a replacement. Enter the power company's
Wabash River property, complete with agreement to sell for less
than fair market value. Now known as Ouabache (pronounced
"Wabash") Trails Park, the 251-acre site has been developed with
day-use facilities, including picnic areas and play structures, a
trail network created from footpaths already worn by local
fishermen and hikers, and a park office and maintenance building
constructed by a trades class.

' and and Water Conservation Fund grants often have been
*—' used for river-related recreation. Since 1968, more than seven million dollars in grants have helped acquire some 10,000
acres within the Willamette Greenway, between Portland and
Salem, OR, which features the entire range of recreation activities.
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Special program for special people at Babler State Park, MO.

1 > ature study at Ouabache Trails Park, Knox County, IN.

Fund raising, special events at the park, and cooperative
agreements with other units of government have further improved
Ouabache Trails Park. In just three years, use of the park has
skyrocketed. A historic trail linking the park with other outdoor
recreation and historical sites along the Wabash River, including
George Rogers Clark NHP in Vincennes, has been proposed. In
short, the LWCF matching grant has provided the impetus for
Knox County to create a needed regional park making use of a
part of the Wabash River that is rich in history.
Park projects occasionally resemble to the barn raisings of
earlier times, with services being donated by community
members. Realtors, landowners, senior citizens, architects, draftsmen, surveyors, contractors, community organizations, construction tradesmen, engineers, scouts, and youth groups often pitch
in to create a public outdoor recreation area for the entire community, to make it a healthier and better place to live, work, and
play.
In most communities, the local park and recreation entity is
"low man on the totem pole." Its budget is barely adequate to
operate and maintain its existing sites, let alone acquire and
develop new facilities to meet expanding outdoor recreation
demand. This is why the LWCF Program is so popular among
state and local governments—it is an ideal way to double state
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and local outdoor recreation funds. Without it, few park and
recreation systems in the nation could have grown significantly
during the past two decades.
The Ouabache Trails Park project is just one of 460 LWCF
projects in Indiana, representing a total investment (federal, state,
and local) of more than $135.6 million. The value of this grant
program is well known by the grant recipients in Indiana and by
the three-person grants staff at the Department of Natural
Resources. The millions using LWCF-funded facilities in the 50
states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the Territories
are the beneficiaries of this NPS-state-local partnership. As are
you.
In the 23 years of its existence, the LWCF program has become
one of the most successful and "cleanest" federal grant-in-aid
programs in history. The numbers, themselves, are staggering:
for the "state side"(state-local) of the program, a combination of
$6.2 billion in federal, state, and local moneys has been spent;
35.000 acquisition, development, and planning projects have been
approved; and more than 2.3 million acres have been acquired
by states and local entities (an area surpassing that of Yellowstone
NP).
California, alone, has been apportioned more than $221 million
in LWCF moneys, New York more than $190 million, and Pennsylvania $135 million. Wisconsin has had 1,680 LWCF projects
approved, Michigan 1,529. Virtually every major city has used
the LWCF to enhance its park and recreation system. The states
have used more than $1 billion from their LWCF apportionments
to expand and improve the state park systems. Statewide outdoor
recreation planning is light years ahead of what it was in 1965,
thanks to nearly 450 LWCF planning projects (of $85 million total
cost).
The program owes its inception to the findings of the Outdoor
Recreation Resource Review Commission, which, in the early
1960s, looked at outdoor recreation nationwide. The LWCF Act
of 1965, made money available to several federal agencies

D rickyard City Park in Hastings, NE.

V arter City Park, also in Hastings.

(including NPS) for land acquisition. It also called for matching
grants to the states and localities for the acquisition and development of public outdoor recreation areas and facilities. The Act
requires that sites receiving LWCF assistance must be used for
public outdoor recreation in perpetuity. Additionally, planning
grants were made available to the states to help develop Statewide
Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plans (SCORPs).
After a modest start, the "stateside" of the program took off
in the 1970s, reaching an appropriation high of $369,602,000 in
1979. In 1988, the Congress passed a 25-year extension of the
LWCF Act. Legislation is expected to be introduced in Congress
early this year that, if enacted, would expand the program.
The newly created LWCF Program was administered by the
Department of the Interior's Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, later
renamed the Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service. In
1981, that agency was incorporated into the National Park Service. Through the years, the administration of the program has
shown remarkable stability. Many of the men and women presently
administering the program in NPS and at the state level have been
with the program since its early years. This continuity and store
of program knowledge have enhanced the efficient and conscientious administration of the LWCF Program.
The lion's share of the Land and Water Conservation Fund
comes from Outer Continental Shelf oil, and gas lease revenues.
Each potential LWCF project is evaluated by the state agency administering the program. The project is checked against needs
identified by the SCORP, then rated and ranked with other LWCF
grant applications received by the state. It is the state's decision
whether or not to submit the project to the NPS for funding. At
the regional level, the project is evaluated by the NPS, and if it
meets program requirements, and if the state has sufficient money
from its apportionment to cover the match for the grant, the project is approved. At the Midwest Regional Office, the approval
of a LWCF grant, from receipt to NPS signature on the project
agreement, typically takes four work days.

What has the $3.1 billion from the Fund bought? In addition
to the 2.3 million acres of land (for parks, sea and lakeshores,
long distance trails, and the preservation of natural areas), matching LWCF grants to states and localities have enabled them to
develop a cornucopia of outdoor recreation facilities ranging from
swimming pools to boat docks, cross-country ski trails to primitive
campsites, vest-pocket parks to lighted Softball complexes, golf
courses to exercise trails, tennis courts to boat launch ramps, amphitheaters to ice skating rinks. Support facilities, such as park
roads, comfort stations, concession and maintenance buildings,
parking lots, and lighting, also are fundable.
In the Midwest Regional Office, a staff of ten professionals
administers one of the most active LWCF programs in the nation:
nearly 10,000 approved projects (with a total cost of $1.5 billion).
More than half a million acres have been acquired with LWCF
aid by the Midwest Region's ten states and their local government
units. Not only have such major cities as Chicago, Minneapolis,
St. Louis, Kansas City, and Cleveland benefited, but also small
Midwestern towns, villages, and rural counties.
In an era of tight budgets for parks and recreation, the LWCF
has been a godsend. In many cases, project sponsors have used
the value of land donations as their share of the LWCF project
costs. The quality and quantity of America's outdoor recreational
opportunities would be nowhere near what it is today without the
LWCF. The Indiana Department of Natural Resources and the
Knox County Park Board are just two of thousands of public outdoor recreation providers that can attest to the need for and
effectiveness of this NPS-administered program.

James Grasso is with the Midwest Regional Office of the National
Park Service, and Dave Lynch with the Indiana Department of
Natural Resources.
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NPS PEOPLE
NEWS
Robert Clay Cunningham, Denali NP
& Pre superintendent for more than eight
years, has moved south to serve as
superintendent of the 13 NPS units under
the Southern Arizona Group Office. He
joined the NPS in 1967 at Grand Canyon
NP and subsequently served in ranger
positions at Yellowstone, Theodore
Roosevelt and North Cascades NPs.
During the late 1950s, Cunningham was
a pitcher for the Cleveland Indian's farm
club, the Roswell Rockets in New Mexico,
and played minor league baseball extensively in Arizona. He hopes his new position will allow him to coach little league
ball.
He follows General Superintendent
James Laney, who died earlier this year.
Cunninham is a Life member of FAAA.

Steven A. Kesselman. superintendent
at William Howard Taft NHS, has been
promoted to the superintendency at
Herbert Hoover NHS. Midwest Regional
Director Don H. Castleberry observed,
"We are especially pleased that Steve is
going to Herbert Hoover. His excellent
background and proven sensitivity to
historic resources of the national park
system will be assets in this assignment.
His success in working with community
groups and local government also was an
important factor in his selection."
Before joining the NPS in 1977 as a
historian and later serving as the unit
manager of the William Floyd Estate at
Fire Island NS, Kesselman taught at Sarah
Lawrence College in New York, and did
post-doctoral research at Harvard. He also
taught at the University of Missouri and
the University of Virginia.
Kesselman succeeds Malcolm Berg who
recently became the superintendent at
Wilson's Creek NB.

Sandra Hellickson Key, assistant
superintendent at Glacier NP, has been
named to a new post with the Greater
Yellowstone Coordinating Committee in
Billings, MT. Key will serve as staff
assistant to Greater Yellowstone Area Team
Leader Jack Troyer. Both Troyer and Key
will provide technical advice and staff
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assistance to the Greater Yellowstone
Coordinating Committee, which coordinates management of the six national
forests and two national parks in the
Yellowstone area by identifying issues and
resolving communication gaps between the
areas.
Prior to her work at Glacier, Key
served as superintendent of Bryce Canyon
NP, where she was only the second
woman superintendent of an NPS area that
carried the "national park" designation.
Her first superintendency was at Knife
River Indian Villages NHS.

RETIREMENTS
M a r g a r e t (Maggy) DeCarlon,
voucher examiner for the Midwest Region, retired after 30 years of federal service. Since joining the NPS in 1971,
Maggy has presented NPS programs at
schools, service clubs, civic groups, and
churches. She plans to remain active in
34 organizations in the Omaha area.

Virgin Islands NP Superintendent
Richard Meader has retired after a
31-year career with the National Park Service. His years in the Service included
tours of duty at Mount Rushmore NMem,
Cumberland Gap NHP, San Francisco, and
Philadelphia. He served as superintendent
of Fort Laramie NHS, Hot Springs NP,
and Colonial NHP prior to his two-year
superintendency in the Virgin Islands.
During his superintendency at Colonial,
Congress passed a resolution designating
October 29, 1981, as a Day of National
Observance of the 200th Anniversary of
the Surrender of Lord Cornwallis to
General George Washington. The three-day
event that resulted (October 17-19) required
two years of planning and involved
representatives from the Commonwealth of
Virginia, York County, and the Service.
On October 19, the surrender ceremony
was recreated under the watchful eyes of
President Reagan and French President
Francois Mitterrand as well as other
national and international guests.
Dick's wife, Joyce, has been active in
National Park Women and the Education
Trust Fund throughout their couple's NPS
career. She served as president of NPW
and as a board member of the Education
Trust Fund. E&AA Life members, Dick
and Joyce plan to retire to 224 North
Belmont, Wichita, KS 67208.

Natchez Trace Parkway's administrative
officer, Amil Mask, has retired after
almost 36 years with the federal government. He began his career with the Bureau
of Reclamation, before joining NASA during the glory years of the Apollo lunar
program. In 1970, he went to work for the
NPS as the regional personnel officer in
Richmond, and served subsequently as the
personnel officer for the new Southeast
and Rocky Mountain Regional Offices. For
the past few years, he has become involved
in helping people in underdeveloped countries. Amil says he hopes to continue a
"service" career for the rest of his life,
only now on an international basis.

Cumberland Gap NHP Chief Ranger
James E. Ray has retired after 35 years
with the federal government. The contributions he made to the Service were
acknowledged in part by a Superior Service Award presented by Superintendent
Charles L. Vial at a recent dinner in Ray's
honor. Ray's career took him to Acadia
NP, Blue Ridge Parkway, Virgin Islands
NP and Gulf Islands NS, prior to his service at Cumberland Gap NHP.

Powell F. Allen, Jr., of the WASO
Recreation Grants Division was honored at
his retirement ceremony with the Interior
Department's Meritorious Service Award.
Long recognized as an outstanding grants
administrator, he was a key figure in the
Land and Water Conservation Fund Program going back to 1972. He retired in
January after 32 years of federal service.

Victor A. Berte, WASO water
resources program coordinator of the
Water Resources Division, has retired after
30 years with the National Park Service.
Berte joined the Water Resources Branch
in 1958 as a cartographer. He was selected
as its hydrologist in 1968, then served as
head of the Water Resources Unit from
1973 to 1978. From 1978 to 1981, he coordinated and directed NPS involvement in

the implementation of the 1978 Presidential
directive calling for the inventory and
quantification of Federal reserved water
rights. Vic contributed significant, longterm leadership and counsel, technical
guidance, and budgetary expertise to the
NPS effort to preserve and protect water
resources and water-dependent environments of the national park system.

DEATHS
Benjamin Davis passed away February
2. 1989, in an Asheville, NC, hospital after
a short illness. Aged 68, Ben had retired
from the superintendent's position at Carl
Sandburg Home NHS in 1986. His career
with the Service spanned some 40 years,
beginning at Mammoth Cave NP and
Abraham Lincoln Birthplace NHS. He also
served as the superintendent of Andrew
Johnson NHS, Antietam NB, Home of
Franklin D. Roosevelt and Vanderbilt
Mansion NHS, and Harpers Ferry NHP
A founding member of Eastern National Park and Monument Association,
Ben received the Distinguished Service
Award for his contributions to that
organization. He was also a member of the
Joint United States and Canadian Commission, establishing Franklin D. Roosevelt's
summer home on Campobello Island in
Canada as a historic memorial common to
both Nations.
Ben is survived by his wife, Lillian
(419 Glenheath Drive, Hendersonville, NC
28739), two sons, five sisters and three
grandchildren. Contributions in his
memory may be sent to the Education
Trust Fund, E&AA, P.O. Box 1490, Falls
Church. VA 22041.

Olga Neve, 79, passed away on
February 14 at her home in Omaha, NE.
She had retired as a position classifier and
wage analyst for the Midwest Regional
Office in 1967, and, for the last few years,
had been confined to her bed with
arthritis. Her sister, Alta Hedlund (7350
Graceland Drive, Apt. #202, Skyline
Manor, Omaha, NE 68134), was her
constant companion. Those wishing to
remember Olga with a memorial donation
may do so by sending a contribution to the
Arthritic Society.

L. E. (Chub) Bronson died in Hawaii
in early October. Once an aide to state
senator Jack Metzger, he also served as
secretary of the Red-Bluff Tehama County
Chamber of Commerce. He was a rodeo
announcer in North California in his spare
time, and, during the winters, worked at
Lassen Park Ski-Area. Chub served as
commissioner, then magistrate for Lassen
Volcanic NP from 1939 until his retirement
in 1977 when he and his late wife, Jessie,
moved to Hawaii. Jessie preceded Chub in
death in January 1988. He is survived by
three sisters-in-law and one brother-in-law.

gracious hostess to unexpected guests or
stranded tourists even though the grocery
store was 50 miles away, and was called
upon to volunteer her nursing skills in
emergencies. Birdwatching was a lifelong
interest, and while at Tonto NM she
helped to update the park's bird checklist.
She is survived by daughter Peggy (2015
Floral Drive, Boulder, CO 80304), and
many friends. The Oakes were members of
E&AA for many years. Now their
daughter hopes to stay in touch with the
Park Service by continuing her parents affiliation with E&AA.

Forrest McCain. 50, died of
pneumonia on March 14 at the Tidewater
Memorial Hospital in Tappahannock, VA.
A budget analyst in WASO's Budget
Division, he joined the NPS in 1961.
Forrest served as president of Class
International, a Washington promotion and
recording company, since 1984. He joined
the Tabernacle Echoes in 1956 when he
moved to Washington. The group recorded
seven albums. It performed in Washington,
New York, New Jersey, Virginia and
Pennsylvania, as well as on radio and
television.
Forrest is survived by four brothers and
three sisters. The family suggests that
those wishing to remember Forrest with a
memorial contribution may send it to the
Forrest McCain Memorial Music Fund,
c/o Dr. Herbert L. Veney, P.O. Box 1016,
Warsaw, VA 22572. Messages of condolence may be sent to the family c/o
Mrs. Cleota Jeffreys, P.O. Box 206,
Milton, NC 27305.

Chester A. (Chet) Thomas, Jr., notified
E&AA of the death of his father, Chester
Thomas, Sr.. through an article that
appeared in the December 1988 Courier.
Later, he shared other memories of his
father, who was born on a ranch near
Fowler, OK. Chet Sr.'s father died when
he was quite young, and, as the oldest of
five children, the boy helped his mother
provide for and raise his younger brother
and three sisters. He graduated from high
school in 1924, after owning and editing a
country newspaper for several years. After
that he attended the University of Denver
where he declared himself a journalism
major until his first archeology class
changed his career direction. When family
need caused him to drop out of school for
several years, he obtained his Colorado
teachers certificate and was hired as principal, janitor and teacher in Beuleh, CO.
There he met and married Iola B. Carroll,
the daughter of a pioneer ranching family
in the area and also a teacher. In the summer of 1936 he worked as an excavator
and archeologist for the Smithsonian Institute at the Lindenmeir Folsom Site near
Fort Collins. His first Park Service job
came in June 1937 as a seasonal ranger in
Mesa Verde NP. After that he was hooked
for life.

Genevieve (Gen) Oakes passed away
on January 27, 1989, in Boulder, CO, at
the age of 83. Her husband, Wiffler R.
(Spike) Oakes, preceded her in death in
1977 at the age of 72, after a long, productive NPS career that took them from
Sequoia NP to Death Valley NM, Olympic
NP, Grand Canyon NP and Tonto NM.
When they married, Gen was a registered
nurse who had done graduate work in
public health at the University of California. She began her second career, that of a
NPS wife, when she went as a bride to
Sequoia in 1934. Like other park wives of
her day, she made a comfortable home in
a log cabin, a tent or a duplex. She was a

Iola Thomas, Chet's widow, continues
as a Life member of E&AA.
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Elva Pearson Licklider, 72, died
March 17 of cancer in the Hospice of
The Washington Home, Washington,
DC.
Elva was bom on May 1, 1916, in
Aldie, VA. She came to Washington in
1943, working first as a beauty consultant, then at the Prudential Life Insurance Company and finally at the National Education Association before beginning her federal career in February
1952 with the Defense Minerals Exploration Administration. She transferred
to the National Park Service in July of
that year as a secretary in the Information Division of the Washington Office.
In October 1955 she transferred to
the Office of the Chief of the U.S. Park
Police and served in that office until she
relumed to the Washington Office in November 1956. The rest of her Park Service career was spent in the Washington
Office where she served as a secretary in
the Branch of Concessions Management,
the Branch of Conservation and Protection (later the Division of Ranger Activities), the Office of Information, the Office of the Assistant Director for Interpretation, the Immediate Office of the
Executive Assistant to the Director, and
the Office of Long Range Planning and
New Program Development. She retired
on May 8, 1976, from the Office of the
Assistant Director, Park Historic Preservation.
During her career, Elva received a
Special Achievement Award accompanied
by a Quality Increase, recommended by
her supervisor. Staff Assistant for Special Commissions Cornelius W. Heine,
and Deputy Director Harthon L. Bill, for
her meticulously accurate records of the
membership of more than 20 Advisory
Commissions. Citing her performance,
Heine added that for the first time the
records provided the Director with immediate reference to the current membership
on commissions and appointment expiration dates, thus improving the reporting service to the Office of the Assistant
Secretary for Administration and to the
Secretary. During her Park Service career, Elva also volunteered as a gray lady
with the D.C. Chapter of the American
Red Cross, and gave tirelessly of her
time and energy to the residents of D.C.
Village. Immediately after her Park Service retirement, Elva volunteered with
the National Association of Federally
Retired Employees, later becoming gain-
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fully employed with the association.
She retired for a second time in 1987.
A generous hostess, Elva also was
known for the many parties she hosted
during her career and her retirement
years. She was an avid bridge player, a
member and former secretary of the Arts
Club of Washington, an active member
of the Woman's National Democratic
Club of DC, and a Life Member of the
E&AA.
She is survived by her brother, James
M. Pearson, and his family, of Glendale,
AZ; her foster brother, Cecil Bryant, and
his wife, Dorothy, of McLean, VA; her
godchild, Tania Anderson; two very special friends, Angus McKellar of Washington, DC, and AM (Archie) Andrews of
Alexandria, VA; and a host of NPS
friends.
Elva was cremated, and her ashes buried March 31 in Middlcburg, VA, beside
the graves of her parents, step-father,
and two sisters, one of whom died in infancy. Several friends also gathered for
a private memorial on Good Friday,
March 24, at the Truro Episcopal Church
in Fairfax, VA. Her family and very
close friends are planning a memorial to
be held at the Arts Club of Washington,
DC, to celebrate Elva's life and good
deeds. Those wishing to remember Elva
may do so by sending a donation in her
memory to the Education Trust Fund, c/o
E&AA, P.O. Box 1480, Falls Church,
VA 22041.

Alice Kennedy, 86, widow of Sidney
S. Kennedy, died at the Bethesda Retirement Home on February 16. After her
husband's death in May 1987, she become
increasingly frail, unable to go out and
engage in activities with friends, though
she appreciated their notes and phone
calls.
In a letter to E&AA, their son, Bruce
Kennedy (1600 Day Drive, Carmichael,
CA 95608), said his mother firmly
believed her 86 years had given her a
useful lifetime. She treasured her friends
from Park Service days, as well as her
long and varied participation with the
Bethesda United Methodist Church. He
added that her full and active life made
him hope her friends would accept her
death as good news rather than sad.
A memorial donation in her memory
may be made to the Bethesda United

Methodist Church, 8300 Old Georgetown
Road, Bethesda, MD 20814.
Her husband, Sidney, was also 86 at
the time of his death (May 23, 1987, from
emphysema). He joined the Park Service
with the Civilian Conservation Corps in
June 1933, later transferring to Washington,
where he was chief of the Division of
Cooperative Services at the time his office
joined the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation.
He retired from there in 1963.
Sid received his bachelor's degree from
Michigan State in 1923 and his masters in
landscape architecture from Harvard in
1925. He received the Pugsley Silver
Medal from the American Scenic and
Historic Preservation Society in 1962,
served as first vice president and board
member on the National Conference of
State Parks, was Emeritus Fellow of the
American Society of Landscape Architects,
and Fellow of the American Institute of
Park Executives.
Sid and Alice both were cremated.
Now their ashes will be mixed and scattered in Shenandoah NP, which both of
them loved and visited often.

John William Judd. 71, died on
January 4 at the University of Virginia
Medical Center in Charlottesville. A
retiree from Shenandoah NP, he is survived by his wife, Elva Catherine Griffith
Judd (Route 4, Luray, VA 22835), and a
niece. Contributions in John Judd's
memory may be made to the American
Cancer Society.

E&AA member Kathryn M. Steele,
72, died November 28, 1988, in Martinez,
CA. She retired from the Western Regional
Office in 1981 where she served as a
secretary for ten years. Kathryn is survived
by her husband, Clifford Steele (1441
Beechwood Drive, Martinez. CA 94553),
two sons, two daughters, two sisters, six
grandchildren, and a great granddaughter.
Contributions in Kathryn Steele's memory
may be made to the American Cancer
Society.

E&AA
BUSINESS

NEWS

What is a volunteer? It is anyone
who enters into any service of his or her
own free will or offers to do any service
without consideration of renumeration. In
1988, the Park Service benefited from the
efforts of 44,995 citizens who contributed
$18,000,000 worth of work in more than
280 different parks. Of these volunteers,
58 percent were male and 42 percent
female; 65 percent ranged in age between
18 and 61; 11 percent were 62 years or
older; 24 percent were under 18. As might
be expected, the greatest number of
volunteers came from those in the middle
range of the age spectrum. However, the
statistics also indicate that volunteers do
come from all walks of life, that numerous
people of all ages, with a variety of interests, find it worthwhile to come help the
National Park Service.
One of these volunteers, E&AA
member Othello L. (Wally) Wallis (58 Tan
Oak Circle, San Rafael, CA 94903), is
spending his sixth summer as a VIP
interpreter in Yosemite's Tuolumne
Meadows. He is a bit different than some
volunteers, however, being very familiar
with the National Park Service—Wally
retired in 1977 as the Western Region's
chief scientist.
With knowledge of the Service fueling
his suggestion, Wally suggested that the
Courier run a major article on the VIP
program and its contributions. This would
definitely be in line with E&AA's Alumni
Outreach Program, he said. Roy Graybill.
VIP Coordinator for the program, added
to Wally's idea with his suggestion that
alumni readers who are VIPs write to tell
us of their work and contributions.

Wally and E&AA hope this will happen. The information would be greatly
appreciated. Also, alumni who wish to
volunteer at nearby parks should notify
E&AA with name, address, and area of
interest. E&AA will pass on the information to Roy Graybill, to the appropriate
regional director, and the superintendent of
the park where they would like to
volunteer.
VIP work is very important to E&AA's
Alumni Outreach Program, which strives
to keep alumni vitally involved in the park
system and make their talents available to
interested superintendents.
Send all articles and information to
E&AA, P.O. Box 1490, Falls Church,
VA 22041.

Marjorie Rothfuss (National Park
Women) and Althea Lane (Death Valley
Employees Association, Death Valley NM)
sent a generous donation of $221 to the
Education Trust Fund from this year's
operation of a hot dog and hamburger
stand at the 49er Encampment. Business
was brisk, and, because the weather
cooperated, they did not have to close
down due to the rain and wind.
The ladies made a major investment
this year—they purchased four large gas
grills, instead of borrowing them, which
were a great help to the chefs. Although it
made their donation to the Trust Fund a
little less this year, it will help to make
contributions in the future a little easier.
Marj and Althea reported that their two
associations also are investing in the future
of area children, through assistance with
day-care insurance and a scholarship
program.

MEMBER

NEWS

E&AA Life member J. Stanley
Fillmore (2285 Kingsgate Drive, Twin
Falls, Idaho 83301) wrote to express his
pleasure at the fact that Idaho has several
new parks—Florissant Fossil Beds NM and
City of Rocks NR. The Fillmores live
between these two new areas and look forward to seeing some of the NPS "old
timers" in their part of the country,
because they feel the new parks will need
some "advisors."

Naomi Hunt (414 Robin Road, Waverly,
OH 45690), who retired in 1985 as editor
of the Courier, has begun her second year
in a new career as director of the Pike
Heritage Museum, in Pike County, OH.
Located in a warehouse that served the old
Ohio and Erie Canal, the museum exhibits
gifts and loans from locals. Currently on
display are a diorama of Waverly circa
1930 (the canal, railway lines and a few
brick buildings), some agricultural tools, a
wooden washing machine, Civil War and
World War I memorabilia, rare books, and
photographs.

Gus Muehlenhaupt, formerly Chief
of Operations Evaluation for the Western
Region and now a new E&AA Life
member, enjoyed a pleasant reunion with
NPS Western Region alumni. He especially
was pleased with the opportunity to share
time with Howard Stricklin who retired as
Grand Canyon NP superintendent in 1969.

Join the E&AA
TREASURER, EMPLOYEES AND ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF THE NPS, P.O. BOX 1490, FALLS CHURCH. VA 22041
I AM A CNEW MEMBER, GRENEWAL, OR COTHER. I AM ALSO AN EMPLOYEE DOR ALUMNUS DENCLOSED IS $
FOR
E&AA MEMBERSHIP AND SUBSCRIPTION TO THE NATIONAL PARK COURIER, ALSO ENCLOSED IS $
AS AN ADDITIONAL
GIFT TO THE E&AA.
NAME
STREET
CITY & STATE & ZIP CODE
MEMBERSHIP RATE-1 YEAR-$10. SPECIAL MEMBERSHIP: LIFE-$100. (PAY IN FULL; OR 4 PARTIAL PAYMENTS OF $25 A YEAR
FOR 4 YEARS; OR 2 PARTIAL PAYMENTS OF $50 A YEAR FOR TWO YEARS. SECOND CENTURY CLUB-$200. THIRD
CENTURY-$300. FOURTH CENTURY-$400. SUPPORTING DONOR-$500. FOUNDER-$ 1,000.
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Interpreting the Secretary of the Interior's
Standards for Rehabilitation, Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing
Office, Washington, DC 20402-9323. $9.
Since 1976, the National Park Service
has used the Secretary of the Interior's
"Standards for Rehabilitation" to review
rehabilitations of historic buildings. Since
1980, it has published bulletins to explain
project decisions that have been made,
based on these standards. Originally for
agency use only, but now offered for sale
by the Government Printing Office, this
collection offers insights into how the NPS
applies its "Standards for Rehabilitation"
in the historic preservation tax incentives
program. Each of these 33 bulletins
discusses actual rehabilitations reviewed by
the Service, with more than 150 photographs. Compiled into one package,
"Interpreting the Secretary of the Interior's
Standards for Rehabilitation" is available
for $9 from the Government Printing
Office.

The Albuquerque Museum recently
published The Abajo Frontier, 1540-1692 by
Dr. Joseph P. Sanchez, chief of the
Spanish Colonial Research Center. The
history of early colonial New Mexico, it is
the center's first publication, and may be
obtained for $14.95 through the Albuquerque Museum, 2000 Mountain Road, NW,
Albuquerque, NM 87104.

Morristown NHP has announced the
publication of Hessian Documents of the
American Revolution, 1776-1783:
Transcripts and Translations from the
Lidgerwood Collection. Available from
G.K. Hall & Company, this microfiche
edition contains more than 300,000 pages
of German transcriptions and English
translations, published under cooperative
agreement with Morristown NHP.
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New Life for Old Houses, by George
Stephen, The Preservation Press,
Washington, DC, 1989, Landmark Reprint
Series, $12.95.
How does a private homeowner on a
limited budget go about rehabilitating an
old house to serve the needs of modern
living while retaining the integrity of its
original design? New Life for Old Houses
provides step-by-step guidance.
First published in 1972 as Remodeling
Old Houses Without Destroying Their
Character, this new, updated edition begins
by explaining general design terms and
principles, how to select and finance a
house, and ways to retain an architect and
contractors, plus tips on interior and
exterior rehabilitation.

Fort Laramie in 1876: Chronicle of a Frontier Post at War, by Paul L. Hedren,
University of Nebraska Press, 1988.
Almost everyone knows that Custer
fought at the Little Bighorn, somewhere in
the West, sometime in the last century. But
few can put the battle in historical
perspective.
If you have such sketchy knowledge, or
if you are at the other extreme—a
dedicated student of Custer, the Indian
Wars, and frontier forts—you'll enjoy Fort
Laramie in 1876 by Paul L. Hedren.
Hedren, now the superintendent of Fort
Union Trading Post NHS, started his NPS
career at Fort Laramie NHS and long has
been fascinated with the events of 1876,
almost indisputably the most intriguing
year in the raucous history of the fort
located at the confluence of the Laramie
and North Platte Rivers in Wyoming.
For scholars, this is an in-depth

account of the fort, its people and its
operation, written from primary and
secondary literature, and most importantly,
a vast body of often untouched official
documents. While stories of the Black
Hills Gold Rush, the Sioux War, and
Custer's battle abound, there has been virtually no illumination of these events
through an analysis of the fort's role.
For casual readers, Hedren's easy
writing style puts you right on the parade
ground of Fort Laramie during America's
centennial year, where you can watch the
famous names of the day swagger past.
There was Brule Sioux Chief Spotted
Tail, on June 6 pausing at the fort en route
to see friends in Denver. And Martha
(Calamity Jane) Cannary, "enjoying life in
camp in her usual fashion." You'd also
recognize General Phillip Sheridan, tracker
William F. (Buffalo Bill) Cody, and James
Butler (Wild Bill) Hickok.
Also portrayed in the book are Sitting
Bull and Crazy Horse, including the latter's arrest and his death on September 5,
1877, as Hedren chronicles the Sioux War's
end in the book's final chapter and an
epilogue.
Don't expect a "blood and guts" story
of the battle of the Little Bighorn. Hedren's
subtle introduction of Custer's demise
comes halfway through the book, written
from the fort's perspective: "Before the
cheer of the centennial faded on July 5
there came shattering news. Custer had
been wiped out at Little Bighorn." The
account of the reaction at the fort makes
good reading.
Instead, expect to learn more about the
cast of characters that Hedren introduces
and how they interact in a frontier made
smaller by the coming of the railroad and
the telegraph, and the rush for Black Hills
gold.
Autographed, hard cover editions of
Fort Laramie in 1876 are available at a
pcr-copy price of $22.50 (postage and
handling included)—a 15 percent discount—from The Fort Laramie Historical
Association, Box 218, Fort Laramie,
WY 82212.
Ben Moffett
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